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/ SELF - HELP /
LE BONHEUR N’A PAS D’ÂGE

YOLO THÉRAPIE

Dr. Michel Allard

Karine Leblanc

“Is it worth living a long life?” Indeed, there is a widespread
desire for extended longevity : being a centenarian is today
no longer a dream or a fantasy, but a reality. Based on scientific
studies, psychological data and personal observation, dr.
Michel Allard points out the fundamental energy and desire
to live which are the main traits of character and behavior in
centenarians.

A true Carpe diem of modern times, the YOLO mantra
(acronym for “You Only Live Once!”) is a true philosophy
of life allowing to let go and take advantage of opportunities,
or better to creating them ourselves.

CHERCHE MIDI | 14 x 22 | 224 pages

KIWI | 14 x 21 | 160 pages

LA STRATÉGIE DU CAMÉLÉON

DEVENEZ UN CHAT

Elodie Mielczareck

Lola Savini

This book proposes solutions to adapt to various personality
types based on neurosciences, psychology and linguistics.
The author helps us decrypt the kind of personality we are
dealing with and teaches us how to react to these profiles, be
it in our personal or professional life.

What if the best model in terms of art of living was the cat?
This feline stands out since forever for its independence,
self-confidence, flexibility, patience and combativeness.
This book will help us set new limits, refocus on ourselves,
and live our lives with the flexibility of a cat.

CHERCHE MIDI | 15 x 20 | 224 pages

KIWI | 14 x 21 | 160 pages

Rights sold: Spain
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/ SELF - HELP /
LA GAUCHÈRE, LE GAUCHER

VOTRE CORPS EN SAIT PLUS
QUE VOTRE CERVEAU

JE MÉDITE EN MOUVEMENT

Jean-Philippe Marcoux & Chantal Julien

Janine Bharucha

Bernard Sensfelder

Left-handed people are often misunderstood.
Feeling misfit as they do, some often develop
obstacles throughout their lives. This book
shatters many taboos and helps all left-handed
people know their strengths, as well as find
their right place in their lives.

Many of us still don’t dare experimenting
meditation, thinking they won’t be able to remain
quiet and sitting down... That is precisely what
this book is about. The author offers us a new
way to meditate : in motion. She describes 21
movements aimed to reconnect to ourselves.

According to the author, the body is the real
place where well-being can grow, instead of
thoughts and mental functions. A new way to
conceive life, death, relationships and pain, as
well as practical exercises are offered so as to
give us a way to free ourselves from our fears.

QUINTESSENCE | 15 x 23 | 224 pages

GRANCHER | 14 x 21 | 192 pages

VOTRE COACH MENTAL
FACE AU CANCER

LE PIÈGE
L’Influence toxique des réseaux sociaux

Valérie Souchu

Sophie Montévrin

Alain Samson

The author aims at accompanying cancer
patients in their mental well-being. At each
step of the treatment, she offers written guided
sessions of relaxation, as well as sophrology and
writing exercises. These techniques go with the
stories of 17 patients.

This book questions our fascination with social
networks and the image of ourselves they send
back to us. The author analyses a series of social
issues triggered by networks (social pressure,
cyber-harassment, fake news, data collection,
non-respect of privacy) and offers tips to
prevent their toxic effects on our lives.

This book is a useful guide to help us get rid
of our toxic ways of being, these that prevent
us from being productive. We will discover how
to take more advantage of our personal and
professional life. He particularly helps us with
winning over low self-esteem and self-sabotage.

				
DANGLES | 15 x 21 | 208 pages

LA VIE EST TROP COURTE

						

QUINTESSENCE | 15 x 23 | 224 pages
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KIWI | 14 x 21 | 144 pages

BELIVEAU | 15 x 23 | 151 pages
Rights sold: Czech Republic

/ SELF - HELP /
PSYCHOLOGIE DU

TOUT CE QUE VOUS N’AVEZ JAMAIS

VIELLISSEMENT

OSÉ DEMANDER À VOTRE PSY

Dr. Jacques Vigne

Jean-Luc Hétu

Brigitte Minel & Antoine Seevagen

This book deals with the vast topic of sadness,
anxiety and depression. The author bases his
theory upon recent neurological researches,
particulary those concerning “cognitivebehavioral” therapies.

The user-friendly presentation of the book is
intended for social workers and psychologists,.
but also for all those who wish transform their
later years in one of the best times in life.
The author points out what we can do now but
also at any stage in life, to make sure we enjoy
old age.

With clarity and humor, the author points out all
the work that can be done with a psychiatrist
in order to have a positive attitude towards
oneself, to blossom and, why not, discover
happiness.

RELIÉ | 12 x 19 | 224 pages

GROUPÉDITIONS | 14 x 21 | 248 pages

ÉLLEBORE | 14 x 21 | 224 pages

AMÉNAGEZ VOTRE
ATELIER D’ARTISTE !

GUIDE DE SURVIE

PETIT MANUEL DE SÉCURITÉ

EN CAS DE CATASTROPHES

EN VACANCES

Laura Ferret-Rincon

Jacques Lalanne & Jean-Claude Rodet

Marianne Prévost

To most of us, finding time to practice an artistic
discipline on a daily basis seems impossible.
What if what we only needed was to create our
own studio, so as to finally develop our talents ?
That’s precisely how the author has became both
a writer and an artist, writing at least ten pages a
day. Let’s discover her tips and secrets!

This book, built in the form of fact sheets,
lists the do’s and don’ts before, during, and
after a catastrophe, and how to address any
situation with calm and efficiency. It presents
what everyone should know for their survival
and that of others.

Designed for families with children, this practical
guide lists all the important things we might need
before leaving on a trip to the moutains, the sea
or in the countryside. It offers safety measures
to avoid accidents, tips and simple advice to leave
without forgetting anything.

KIWI | 14 x 21 | 160 pages

KIWI | 15 x 21 | 148 pages

KIWI | 14 x 21 | 160 pages

GUÉRIR L’ANXIÉTÉ

Rights sold: Korea
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/ SELF HELP /
MES INSPIRATIONS
QUOTIDIENNES

UN JOUR À LA FOIS

ÉTENDEZ VOTRE ZONE
DE COMFORT

Virginie Bertrand

Stéphanie Milnic

Chloé Turgis

This book is a haven of serenity in the daily
life of women caught up in the tumult of
à stressful life. This invitation to well-being
comes in the form of pearls of wisdom to
read everyday, to fill it with healthy energy and
enjoy every moment with joy and light.

Happiness is not made of big investments but is
built thanks to small actions carried out daily.
This little guide 100% practical offers us many
tips easy and fun to flourish day after day.

The author shows us how to take action
with clear and concrete techniques aiming at
improving the different aspects of our daily life
- professional, sentimental, relational... - thanks
to useful and accessible tools inspired namely
from NLP, hypnosis, energetic psychology,
sophrology...

KIWI | 15 x 15 | 192 pages

KIWI | 14 x 21 | 160 pages

BIEN DANS SON INTÉRIEUR

PETIT TRAITÉ
DES BONNES MANIÈRES

MON ATLAS
DES PHILOSOHIES DU BONHEUR

Caroline David Keskin

Claire Laroche

Manuela Fleury

A set of techniques and small rituals to make
our house a real cocoon of joy. A true guide
to spirituality and better living, this book
allows the reader to find happiness in his
habitat, through simple gestures.

Some habits of savoir-vivre are indispensable.
Whether it’s to impress our employer, conquer
your future in-laws or climb up the social ladder,
this book will teach us everything about the
codes to remember for an absolute social
success.

A tour of the world of happiness philosophies
and arts of living; some already known as Lagom,
Hygge or Ikigai, and others less. Do you know
Friluftsliv, Norwegian practice of connecting
to nature? Or the Jugaad, the art of Indian
ingenuity? With this atlas, discover the most

						
DANGLES | 13 x 19 | 112 pages

beautiful philosophies of happiness in the world.
KIWI | 16 x 22 | 160 pages
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KIWI | 11 x 16 | 164 pages

KIWI | 16 x 22 | 160 pages

/ SELF IMPROVEMENT /
HOMO ATHLETICUS
Christophe Pourcelot, Frédéric Pourcelot & Olivier Hermeline

This book makes us discover the materialization of the inspirations which make up the athletic
training called “Minimalist”, a training made up of essential elements that go to the core of
things. The always better face to ever more.
The authors advocate moving away from impersonal training methods and getting back to
individual training process. A beautiful and unique book in which philosophy, effective athletic
training and artistic work harmonize and give us the strength to choose a life that makes sense.
AMPHORA | 22 x 25 | 200 pages | Available October 2019

APPROCHE ACTION - TYPES
Ralph Hippolyte & Bertrand Théraulaz

This book deconstructs a schema that generalizes and breaks champions: mass learning. It is high
time to no longer generalize sports performance and focus on the individual with his needs and
abilities. The individual then reveals himself, without technique, in a genuine expression
of his aptitudes and the real training can begin, which will have a sense on the long term.
Here’s the first book to go so far in the field of individualization related to the original needs
of human beings. Not only does it describe in detail the fundamental dimensions from which
all people differentiate themselves to be realized as individuals, but it also exposes societal issues
related to the ecological integration of the natural forces of each and everyone.
AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 750 pages | Available November 2019

AUTOHYPNOSE ET PERFORMANCE SPORTIVE
Jonathan Bel Legroux

Self - hypnosis allows us to act directly on the levels of consciousness where imagination shapes the
reality of our daily lives; it gives us the opportunity, in the event of a blockage, to put back our choice
where there was none and to reinstall movement where will was not enough. We can afterwards act
on emotions, learning process, concentration, confidence, self- esteem and thus optimize the time of
recovery, manage stress...
Here are the basics of modern self-hypnosis: we set our goals and coordinate our mind and body
through hypnosis on the key points of the physical practice to perform ... Let us be our own coach!
AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 208 pages | Rights sold: Germany

LES CAHIERS DE LA PRÉPARATION MENTALE
Christian Target & Ingrid Petitjean
These notebooks are addressed to those who in their daily life want to be
the actors of their own success, their performance or simply their personal
well-being, but also to coaches of all levels and specialty.

The effectiveness of the Target Method has been recognized in the sports
community for over 25 years. Taught at the university, it is authoritative
because of the close link it has with the most recent scientific knowledge
and field practice in many sports. These guides allow us to understand
what the “mental” is in practice: relaxation, letting go, energy management,
emotions, stress, self-esteem, motivation, concentration, cohesion and
communication.
ENERGIE - ÉMOTIONS - ESTIME DE SOI ET MOTIVATION
COMMUNICATION ET CONCENTRATION SUR LE PASSÉ ET
LE FUTUR - FLUIDITÉ ET RÉUSSITE
AMPHORA | 21 x 29 | 100 pages each
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/ PARENTING /
ÊTRE PARENT

CINÉMATHÉRAPIE

À L’ÈRE DES ÉCRANS

PAR LES DESSINS ANIMÉS

CURIOSITÉ ET ESPRIT
CRITIQUE CHEZ L’ENFANT

Pierre Massot

Virgine Lemaire de Bressy

Sabrina Féret-Hubert

Ipads, laptops, and mobile phones interfere
more often than not in our family life and
deteriorate the relationships within a family.
Practical, thoughtful, hopeful and enjoyable,
this book is a wise guide, it will make us more
aware of the tech-driven world we live in and
encourage us to make smart, bold choices.

Movies are much more than entertainment. They
can help build a bridge to self-understanding.
Movies are a fabulous educational resource
to tackle a delicate subject with our children,
allowing them to connect with their feelings or
easily identify a problem they may be confronted
with. The author provides several tools to
maximize the benefits of a movie.

Curiosity is inherent to our children’s way of being.
In this book, the author, who is both a mother
and a therapist, introduces 45 ideas to grow and
meet with our children’s curiosity. Thanks to
clear and detailed index cards, these original early
learning activities will enable children under 10
to think and use their imagination properly.

DANGLES | 17 x 24 | 320 pages

DANGLES | 16 x 24 | 352 pages

						
DANGLES | 13 x 19 | 96 pages

LES PERSONNAGES DE
CONTES DE FÉES EN NOUS

PETIT LAPIN
NE TIENT PAS EN PLACE !

MON ATLAS DES MODÈLES
PÉDAGOGIQUES

Daniel Bordeleau

Jacques & Stella Choque

Yoann Duval

The author offers a detailed interpretation
of ten fairy tale characters and reveals how
images and interactions between characters in
these stories correspond to human behavior
patterns that transcend time.

This tale blurs the limits between fiction and
physical activity. In fact, like Petit Lapin, who
can’t concentrate and remain calm, children
will discover relaxation methods throughout
the story. Tai chi, qi gong, meditation... all these
practical tools will help them stay calm and
focused.

As traditional education seems ever more
challenged, let’s discover how children are
taught and brought up all over the world.
The author travelled in many countries so as to
compare educational systems and what they offer
to children in terms of knowledge and well-being.

GROUPEDITIONS | 15 x 23 | 308 pages

KIWI | 21 x 23 | 48 pages

KIWI | 16 x 22 | 160 pages
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/ AUTHOR FOCUS /
GEMMOTHÉRAPIE &
AFFECTIONS AIGUËS

GEMMOTHÉRAPIE POUR
DÉVELOPPER LE SYSTÈME
IMMUNITAIRE DES ENFANTS DE 0 À 10

Intented both for therapists and general
audience, this book explains how acute
inflammations work and how gemmotherapy
can strenghten the vital resilience of the
human body. Lauren Hubele explains how to
cure the most usual acute inflammations,
thanks to thirty-six treatment protocols and
twenty macerates.

Few macerates are enough to cure most of
children’s ordinary illnesses. Their action is
based on the stimulation of kidneys and intestine,
which boosts the function of elimination and
purifies the body. Plus, they boost the immune
system so as to provoke a quick answer to
malfunctions, and finally bring health back.

DANGLES | 15 x 23 | 136 pages

DANGLES | 15 x 23 | 192 pages

Martin Brofman developed the Body
Mirror System and the Vision Workshop
through his experiences of releasing himself
of a terminal illness which traditional
medicine had considered hopeless and
returning to perfect health.
During his own healing process, he learned
much about the Body Mind Interface,
the relationship between the body and the
consciousness, and how it works.
He then developed a model in order to clarify
these ideas for himself, as well as to provide
a vehicle for teaching them easily and quickly
to others.
Martin Brofman has been teaching these ideas
around the world for more than 35 years
and has trained other people who continue to
teach his techniques.
His books have been published until now in
16 languages.

Lauren Hubele masters gemmotherapy,
a branch of medicine based on the active
principle of buds. She became specialised
in this type of natural therapy after she had
to help her own body recover from melanoma,
at 41. For her, it was a paradigm shift.
She thoroughly studied gemmotherapy until
being able to guide others. As a practicioner,
she now helps parents teach their children
to properly and naturally strenghten their
immunity and restore theirs.
She is also a teacher and a writer. Lauren is
based in San Marcos, Texas, where she lives
with her loved ones.

VOIR DE MIEUX EN MIEUX

LA CAUSE INTÉRIEURE
DES MALADIES

Using a range of tools combining the best
mental and physical techniques, we will learn to
implement new behaviors to make our ocular
functions more effective. The many exercises
will allow us to fully use our eyes without fatigue
or tension.

Integrating Brofman’s more than 30 years of
research and healing practice, The Inner Cause
comprises an A to Z compendium of 800
symptoms and a psychology of their inner
causes, the messages they are tying to send to
our consciousness.

DANGLES | 15 x 21 | 224 pages
Rights sold : Portugal, Spain, Italy

DANGLES | 15 x 21 | 242 pages
Rights sold : Portugal, UK, Norway
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/ HEALTH /
EXTRAIT DE PÉPINS DE
PAMPLEMOUSSE

LES 10 HUILES
ESSENTIELLES

L’INFLAMMATION

The grapefruit seed extract has some
antimicrobial and antibacterial abilities that
support our immune system. It can even be
used to clean the house. Discover how to use it!

An introduction to aromatherapy thanks to
10 indispensable essential oils chosen for
their utility, their safety and thanks to their 34
synergistic essential oils.

The central role of the vagus nerve in chronic
inflammation and the importance of the
digestive system through the phenomenon of
intestinal permeability.

GRANCHER | 13 x 18 | 80 pages

DANGLES | 13 x 18 | 128 pages

DANGLES | 15 x 24 | 160 pages

VIVRE L’ENDOMÉTRIOSE

BIEN VIEILLIR SANS
MÉDICAMENTS

SPASMOPHILIE

AUTREMENT

Système d’alerte du corps

The author addresses everything a woman Tests on our main physiological systems: cardiac, This true users’ manual puts within the reach of
suffering from endometriosis should know based vascular, cerebral, teaching us how to manage our all valuable know-how for health and well-being,
on her expertise and her personal experience.
regardless of age and physical condition.
health capital.
QUINTESSENCE | 15 x 23 | 128 pages

CHERCHE MIDI | 15 x 21 | 240 pages

DANGLES | 15 x 21 | 192 pages

CANCER ET SOUFFRANCE

QUELLE ALIMENTATION
PENDANT UN CANCER ?

SANS TUER LE PATIENT

DE L’ÂME

TUER LE CANCER

This book tackles the connection between A healthy and tasteful nutrition can optimally A rigorous definition of cancer and analysis
cancer and soul. Emotions, thoughts, feelings reinforce the effects of a cancer treatment. of the immense potential of vitamin and
The author gives us recipes and tips.
nutrient supplementation.
will be approached and appeased. 		
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QUINTESSENCE | 15 x 23 | 352 pages

PRIVAT | 15 x 21 | 264 pages

GROUPÉDITIONS | 15 x 23 | 268 pages

/ HEALTHY NUTRITION /
L’AVENTURE
VÉGÉTARIENNE

ALIMENTATION
DES CENTENAIRES

SPORT - 50 CLÉS POUR REPENSER
VOTRE ALIMENTATION

Pierre Massot

François Couplan

Stéphane Cascua

7 portraits of vegetarians and vegans: Let’s enjoy the virtues of the Cretan
Alexander the intrepid, Hélène the frugal, regime, a light, balanced and tasty diet, rich
Charlotte the rigorous, Gilles the marathon in nutrients and a source of health.
runner, René the adventurer, Christine the
rider, Mickaël and Cyrielle the company
creators, deliver us their daily vegetarian
menu and the reasons for their choice.

Practicing sports demands particular
nutritional habits. So as to definitely forget
about the related myths and eat properly
regarding our sport rituals, let’s discover
expert secrets and tips. Each chapter can be
read separately and quickly.

		
AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 210 pages

GRANCHER | 17 x 24 | 164 pages

KIWI | 15 x 21 | 160 pages

ÉPICES ET AROMATES

OSEZ LE JEÛNE

RÉÉQUILIBRAGE
ALIMENTAIRE

Florence Cosnier

Jacques Lalanne

Bénedicte le Panse

Practical and easy to consult sheets will guide
us and give us all the keys to a healthy diet.
From the garden to our oven, tips and advice
to the precautions of use through the vision
of traditional Chinese dietetics. The author
discusses micronutrients, antioxidants, as well
as the active ingredients of spices and herbs
presented.

In order to strenghten our immune system
and increase our vitality level, fasting must
be conducted according to certain proven
rules. This book brings together everything we
need to know to fast effectively and safely. A
true user guide, it puts all of these valuable skills
for health and well-being at the fingertips of all
ages and fitness levels.

The author offers a concrete book that enables
every sportsman to reach his goal, losing or
gaining weight, depending on the constraints of
their sport discipline, in order to perform in good

TERRAN | 15 x 21 | 240 pages

KIWI | 15 x 24 | 248 pages

AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 280 pages

conditions and without health risks.
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/ NATURAL CARE /
MON ATELIER AROMA

DES RIDES...ET VOUS !

ADDITIFS ET AGENTS ACTIFS

Santé et beauté de la peau

Lifting par acupuncture
Dr. Jean-Claude Trokiner

EN COSMÉTIQUE

Michel Faucon

With this handy guide, here is everything we
need to know in order to safely make our
own cosmetics with essential oils, hydrosols
and vegetable oils. The author proposes in this
book simple recipes, accessible to all, and easy
to achieve. His clear and precise words will allow
everyone to use aroma safely and with immediate
effectiveness.

In this book, Dr. Trokiner insists on the
importance of knowing how to accept our
wrinkles. Rather than an inaccessible “be young
forever”, here is a walk on the roads of “how
to age well” by focusing on the prevention of
sagging skin rather than the desire to remove at
all costs wrinkles that tell the story of a face and
make our personality.

A detailed study into the composition of more
than two thousand cosmetics and their possible
toxicity. Based on objective researches, the author
decrypts labels and gives a toxicity index
for each cosmetic product. An indispensable
antipoison dictionary.

KIWI | 16 x 22 | 224 pages

GRANCHER | 13 x 18 | 128 pages

L’ARGILE QUI GUÉRIT

ENCENS ET PARFUMS
THÉRAPEUTIQUES

LA THÉRAPIE CAPILLAIRE
NATURELLE

Raymond Dextreit

Daniel Kieffer

Olivier Benhamou

An accessible book to enable readers to use
clay quickly, easily and successfully. Clay is
truly a miraculous all-heal: it relieves and heals
all at once.

Scents can have a core influence on our body
and soul. That’s why, in this thorough and richly
illustrated book, the author invites us to discover
and learn how to use perfumes made from
essential oils and high quality incenses.

Our hair reflects who we are. It evolves with our
environment and is influenced by our emotions.
How is that possible ? And how to take care
of it naturally and easily ? Olivier Benhamou,
as the hairdresser chosen by dozen of celebrities
and by the former French President François
Hollande, teaches us all his expert secrets.

TERRAN | 15 x 21 | 224 pages

GRANCHER | 14 x 21 | 384 pages

KIWI | 16 x 22 | 224 pages
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Lionel Clergeaud

						
CHARIOT D’OR | 10 x 16 | 256 pages

/ HEALTH FITNESS /
LE TRAMPOLINE AU
QUOTIDIEN

REDESSINER SON CORPS
AVEC LE QI GONG

MUSCLÉE ET CANON

PILATES
Votre outil santé

Rebounding on a trampoline Qi gong to get rid of harmful Exercises to strengthen our body, Practical tips for the reader with a
improves circulation, reinforces elements in our body and improve develop mobility, while optimizing variety of detailed and illustrated
the joints and makes us relax.
our digestive functions.
our sports performance.
exercises.
GRANCHER | 13 x 18 | 80 pages

ELLÉBORE | 13 x 18 | 160 pages

MUSCLÉE ET SEXY

LE YOGA AYURVÉDIQUE

ELLÉBORE | 13 x 18 | 80 pages

LES MENSONGES DU
FITNESS

AMPHORA | 13 x 18 | 200 pages

MARCHER PIEDS NUS

The best ally for women who want Cards and illustrated exercises to Get rid of received ideas on Benefits induced in terms of
to tone and sculpt an aesthetic practice yoga according to our daily training, nutrition and health!
physical and mental health by
body.
routine.
barefoot walking.
AMPHORA | 13 x 18 | 80 pages

KIWI | 19 x 23 | 204 pages

AMPHORA | 21 x 24 | 180 pages

TERRAN | 15 x 21 | 96 pages

AMPHORA | 21 x 24 |160 pages

No need for specific material or theoretical knowledge to
develop a program, these books are enough!
For all those who, overwhelmed, want to practice sports but do not have (much) time,
here’s your coach and your training club in only one book!
13

/ SPORTS /
70 JOURS

Pour réussir mon marathon

ESCALADE À BLOC

STRATÉGIES MARTIALES

Ivan Raça

Laurence Guyon & Olivier Broussouloux

Alain Deselle

A step-by-step preparation for the A concrete and innovative approach More than a hundred strategic principles
marathon. How to run with passion and of climb training : planification, gesture, studied and decoded to the use of the
achieve success.
physical development.
martial artist.
		

AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 190 pages

JE SUIS TRIATHLÈTE
Fréderic Hurlin

AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 400 pages

GOLF
Corrigez vos défauts
Renaud Guillard

AMPHORA | 21 x 24 | 220 pages

TIR À L’ARC
Collectif

Practical information to take part safely and A handy and accessible guide : 110 exercises A complete guidebook allowing a steady
with simple and effective tips.
competitively in triathlete sports.
progression.
AMPHORA | 21 x 24 | 190 pages

VOLEYBALL
Secrets d’entraînement
Benoit Courroyer

AMPHORA | 16 x 21 | 256 pages

AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 210 pages

LES PORTES DU KRAV MAGA

LA CHASSE SOUS-MARINE

Collectif

Eric Clua

A practical book allowing to better prepare A purely technical approach but also Useful tools for the modern underwater
playful insets.
the training sessions and each season.
hunter, responsible and respectful of the
environment.
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AMPHORA | 21 x 24| 220 pages

AMPHORA | 16 x 24 | 192 pages

AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 450 pages

/ SPORTS /
WATER POLO
Gilles Madelenat

A unique, concrete and exhaustive water-polo guide to help players, whatever their
age and level, build mental toughness and boost their athletic performance. The
author details physical, technical, tactical and mental preparations to enable teams to
exploit their full potential during competitions. Each drill is thoroughly explained,
illustrated, and many are diagrammed to make them easy to understand and apply.
AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 416 pages

TENNIS 112 JEUX D’ENTRAÎNEMENT
Karim Pont

This fieldbook is based on scientific data. It aims to help us build a culture in physical
preparation for tennis. As a simple but not simplistic book, it highlights the essential
theoretical data to understand the protocols and exercises to put them into practice
immediately.
AMPHORA | 17 x 24 | 200 pages

L’ENCYCLOPÉDIE DES EXERCICES DE MUSCULATION
Thierry Bredel

After explaining the fundamental principes of bodybuilding, for a safe and efficient
practice, Thierry Bredel references and analyses more than 200 exercices. Beginner
or confirmed sportsmen, at home or indoor, instructor, coach or student, this is the
inescapable book for everyone who cares about bodybuilding.
AMPHORA | 19 x 28 | 272 page

VIOLETTE ET CAPUCINE
Laurence Grand Guénerad & Quitérie Lanta

Violette is a pony and Capucine is a little girl. But first of all, they
are best friends! Together, they live great adventures and discover
life, throughout four passionate books.
Going back to school, falling while riding a horse, taking part in an
equestrian show, let our children share these moments with their
two new friends!
AMPHORA | 21 x 29 | 100 pages
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/ GARDENING /
LA RUCHE-TRONC

ABEILLES MELLIFÈRES

Une apiculture d’accompagnement des abeilles

à l’état sauvage

Henri Giorgi

Vincent Albouy

PLANTER DES ARBRES
pour les abeilles
Yves Darricau

A practical guide for those who want to own a This book brings concrete information on The author presents the different trees, shrubs,
hive-trunk.
bees and how to contribute to their protection. indigenous and exotic lianas that will bring
ecological solutions for bees.
TERRAN | 17 x 19 | 208 pages

TERRAN | 16 x 24 | 336 pages

TERRAN | 17 x 19 | 224 pages

PLANTER DES HAIES

LA MICROFERME

CABANONS À VIVRE

de biodiversité
Bernard Farinelli

agroécologique
Lauriane & Charles Durant

Christian La Grange

Advice on how to replant hedges and choose the An accessible book written by real farmers who Ideas to imagine our shed, optimize surfaces
share their experiences with aspiring farmers. and improvise with available resources.
right botanical species.
TERRAN | 16 x 24 | 144 pages

LA PERMACULTURE
Damien Dekarz

TERRAN | 16 x 24 | 320 pages

LE GÉNIE DE LA PERMACULTURE
Steve Read

TERRAN | 16 x 24 | 192 pages

L’ACUPUNCTURE VÉGÉTALE
Eric Petiot

A guidebook explaining respectful and A global approach for those who want to Technical care for trees which is rooted in the
become designers of permacultural systems.
extremely productive gardening techniques.
traditional Chinese medicine illustrated by 150
schemes and photos.
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TERRAN | 16 x 241 | 176 pages

TERRAN | 16 x 24 | 192 pages

TERRAN | 16 x 24 | 144 pages

/ ECOLOGY /
MES PRODUITS D’ENTRETIEN AU NATUREl
Anniejeanne Sauvage
Here’s all the information needed to make our own soaps, washing
powders, washing-up liquids and other deodorants! The author invites us
to discover more than fourty recipes easy to follow, clearly explained
and already tested by herself. Few raw materials are necessary : white
vinegar, soda bicarbonate and essential oils.
Sixty tips are also presented so as to clean our houses in a more efficient,
less expensive and more ecofriendly way!

Available now
Ecology, practical
TERRAN
112 pages | 15 x 21
Paperback

GÉOBIOLOGIE et harmonisation des énergies de l’habitat
Marie-Dominique Coronel
Some people feel something is going wrong with their house and can’t
feel at ease at home. Many things can influence energies in our house :
the suffering of its former inhabitants, anomalies in the construction or
the layout, the presence of lost souls, energetic imbalances...
This book aims at helping us create our own well being at home
thanks to concrete examples and immediate techniques. It gives us
effective solutions to a healthier and happier environment.

Available now
Health, environment
QUINTESSENCE
144 pages | 15 x 23
Paperback

MERVEILLEUX JONCS
Eliane Astien & Bernard Bertrand
For thousands of years, humans have taken benefit from seagrass in
their daily life. Easy to braid thanks to their long and flexible stems as
they are, they enable creating all types of wrappings, boxes, baskets...
This book shows us how to create useful and pleasing objects with
seagrass : rattles for babies, toys for children, candles...

Available now
Leisure, pratical
Terran
176 pages | 15 x 21
Paperback

LE LIVRE NOIR DU VÉGANISME
Louise Kahor
Food in industrialized countries has recently adopted an exclusion
pattern. Vegans refuse to use any product of animal origin, not only in
their food, but also in all aspects of their life: clothing, hygiene, home,
health.
Veganism sometimes has more deleterious consequences than the
system it opposes. The return to a certain moderation, and especially
to an ecological realism, appears more than necessary.

Available now
Ecology, enquiry
KIWI
160 pages | 16 x 22
Paperback

ÉVADEZ-VOUS !
François Lemoine
Noise, pollution, traffic and overcrowding make our urban life always
more stressful. More and more city-dwellers choose to leave for
the countryside. Though, this life-changing decision requires much
previous information and accompanying so as to be successful. The
author helps us open to this new lifestyle without losing our bearings
and find new serenity !

Available now
Ecology
KIWI
160 pages | 14 x 21
Paperback
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/ ESOTERICS /
LE POUVOIR DE LA MÉDIUMNITÉ
Available now
Esoterics
Personal development
TRAJECTOIRE
256 pages | 15 x 26

Cécile Dalet
The author explains to us what mediumnity is about, what marvellous
abilities it generates, and how we should protect ourselves from its side
effects. Thanks to exercises for beginners, this guidebook teaches us
techniques aimed at accepting having a gift for mediumnity, improving
it and using it wisely.

Paperback

ÉLABOREZ VOS RITELS DE PASSAGE
Available now
Esoterics
Personal development
TRAJECTOIRE
176 pages | 15 x 24

Myriam de Lesaka
A new departure, a birth, a bereavment, a token of gratitude... every
occasion can give way to a ceremony that will make this day a redletter one. Thanks to ceremonies and meditations conceived by herself,
as well as symbolic objects (candles, colours, stones, chakras...), the
author shows us how to create rituals that make sense for us.

Paperback

LA VOIE INITIATIQUE DU LABYRINTHE
Available now
Esoterics
Personal development
OXUS
256 pages | 15 x 24

Dominique Aucher
Walking and going forward in our inner labyrinth may seem a way
to go backwards or regress, while it enables us to rebuild our physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual body. This is what this book is about :
inviting us to dare going into our inner labyrinth so as to understand
ourselves better, as well as the very human soul.

Paperback

FANTÔMES, SPECTRES ET REVENANTS
Available now
Esoterics, new-age
TRAJECTOIRE
376 pages | 15 x 26
Paperback

Mgr Paul Sanda
To write this book, the author reviewed many testimonies about
haunted houses, time mirages, white ladies, poltergeists… Thanks to
them, he manages to show us how our life after death depends on the
previous construction of a Glorified Body, meant to preserve the
soul after death. As uninitiated people are usually unaware of the useful
methods necessary to create this sheath, the author shows us how to
protect our soul eternally.

LE PENDUL D’OR
Available now
Esoterics
Personal development
TRAJECTOIRE
96 pages | 12 x 21
Paperback, spiral
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Dominique Coquelle
“Le Pendul’or” is the most reknown of all French-written books about
radiesthesia. This book presents 33 index cards successively dealing with
its general, nutritional, geobiological and therapeutical aspects. These all are
essential to our research. It enables us to extend our possibilities in all
applications of radiesthesia, and will improve the precision of our research.

/ ESOTERICS /
LES 12 PORTES
de l’Oracle Belline

SOIGNER OU EXORCISER

TRAITÉ DES ENCENS

Colette Silvestre

Jean-Claude Diedler

Vincent Lauvergne

The author has devised a system to query the
Oracle monthly for messages that interest all
areas of life. The 12 doors open one by one on
very different fields such as self-help, affective
and family relations, physical and moral state or
professional activities.

This book delivers transcribed real repositories
of healing and exorcism secrets entrusted
by families of healers. These transcriptions are
completed with a rigorous historical study which
allows us to understand the imaginary of ancient
healers.

The author has studied and classified more than
120 plants illustrated in colors in the book.
He provides us with a way to personalize our
choices and our uses of incences.

TRAJECTOIRE | 15 x 24 | 192 pages

TRAJECTOIRE | 15 x 24 | 272 pages

TRAJECTOIRE | 21 x 30 | 168 pages

LA FLEUR DE VIE

HISTOIRE DU TAROT

LES 9 PLAIES DE L’ÂME

Jean-Luc Caradeau

Isabelle Nodolny

Catherine Sorolla Menassieu

The flower of life is a universal and very ancient
symbol: we can find it in antique temples in
every corner of the world. The author explains
the significance of the flower of life through
pythagorean arithmetic and sacred geometry.

Here’s a vast tarot panorama through the
centuries based on archival documents, original
iconography, ancient texts and tarots. Many
reproductions enrich this historical presentation,
starting with the Visconti tarots and their
splendid illuminations. Among other finds, the
author also reveals in this beautiful book the
tarot’s oldest draws and interpretations.

The authors unveil an unprecedented practice:
the realization of energetic constellations
based on the figure of the Enneagram. They
illustrate and set in motion the wanderings of
souls during their earthly initiatory journeys.

TRAJECTOIRE | 20 x 27 | 272 pages
TRAJECTOIRE | 15 x 24 | 128 pages

Rights sold: Spain

TRAJECTOIRE | 15 x 24 | 304 pages
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